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First:  Physics is easy and fun!! 

God-Grandaughter 



The Evolution of Structure 

Think about this:  Chaos to order, emergent collectivity 
Challenge: how can these complex many-body systems 

exhibit such regular patterns?   



Order from chaos: Single particle basis leading to 
emergent collectivity. Symmetries. 



Single particle and collective motion 



Single particle and collective behavior – 
common to many systems 



Perspectives, correlations, and 
“fake news” correlations 



Structural evolution: Look at data from   

different perspectives 
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Another example of different perspectives 

Onset of deformation Onset of deformation  
as a 

 quantum phase transition 
mediated by a  

change in proton shell structure 
driven by  

the p-n interaction  

mid-sh. 

magic 



Neutron capture MACS at 30 keV in the rare earth region 
Looking at data from different perspectives  

A Couture, RF Casten and R. Burcu Cakirli, PRC 96, 061601R (2017) 



Neutron capture MACS at 30 keV in the rare earth region 
Looking at data from different perspectives  
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A Couture, RF Casten and R. Burcu Cakirli, PRC 96, 061601R (2017) 



Neutron capture MACS at 30 keV in the rare earth region 
Looking at data from different perspectives  

A Couture, RF Casten and R. Burcu Cakirli, PRC 96, 061601R (2017) 

S2n 

Plot Cross sections against S2n  



B(E2) values and Q moments 

Y. Sharon, N.Koller et al, preprint 

Q(2+)/B(E2: 0+-2+) 



Different perspectives, one more example 

Identify 
deviant 

behavior 

Which is the 
anomalous 

nucleus? 



Time out – warning:  

BEWARE OF FALSE CORRELATIONS! 



More false correlations 





Theoretical accuracy,  
precise data, weighting data, 
key observables, parameters 



A very simple 
first example: 

 
Which theory is 

better 

Ironically, 
super-precise data can lead you astray 

Now look at c2 



~ 800               ~ 0.01 

Problem is 
not the 

precision 
data per se 
but the lack 

of a 
perspective 
with which 
to assess it.  
How good 

do we 
expect the 
theories to 

be? 
Include  
10 keV 

“range” on 
theory: 



Observable-dependent uncertainties 

Theoretical reliability estimates:  Yrast:  Few keV ;  Vibrations  ~ 100 keV 

c2       ~1000               1 



What are the key observables for testing collective models? 
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Rotational 
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Staggering: 

g softness 

Vibrational
bandhead 
energies 

Band mixing 

Collectivity 

Including many 
yrast levels in a 

c2  test   
overweights 
that physics. 

The more, the 
worse it gets.    

12+ 

 
Not all observables equally 

important; many test same physics 

Advice to 
theorists:  

B(E2) ratios!! 



Parameters 
Interpreting this level scheme with bandmixing 

How many parameters? 



Beware of parameters 

b 



Summary 
Look at data from different perspectives 
 

Look at correlations of observables 
 

Choose observables that select specific physics – 
e. g., emergent collectivity  
 

Beware of blind statistical optimizations 
 

Always include estimates (quantitative or 
qualitative) of theoretically expected reliability 
 

Do not multi-fit the same physics 
 

Be conscious of the number and nature of (often 
hidden) parameters. 



PR C, NNDC opportunity, and NUDAT capabilities 

Advice to PR C authors from a PR C editor: 
 
  Suggest referees (5-7) 
  Name unwanted referees(no generic lists) 
  Asking for a second referee (the good and the risky) 
  NNDC vetting opportunity (new) 
 
 
  NUDAT – New features you might not be aware of 
 



NNDC The format you may know--- UGH:  WHY UGH? 



New format – YAAAY !!!!! 

Its not just convenience --  it reduces errors, enhances 
efficiency, enhances treating different data consistently. 



New Features of NUDAT 

Upcoming features: Choose category of nucleus 
Plot one observable against another?? 



Thanks !!! 



Backups 



Why do some models have so many and others so 
few parameters?  Can be misleading. 

Compare above  10-15 parameter calculation with the IBA which 
obtains comparable or better fits with 2-3 parameters.  

 
Why?  It’s the same physical system both are describing. 

 
The IBA makes an ansatz: truncate shell model -- s,d bosons. That 

saves many parameters.  But that ansatz is itself a choice, an 
assumption  – to set to zero the amplitudes of many shell model 

configurations. Be aware of such facets. 
 


